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Real Mallorca owner
denies wrongdoing

“First and foremost, I reject any insinuation of personal or organizational

racism or gender discrimination. I despise language that disrespects any
individuals, regardless of race, gender, preference, or choice. Such language
has no place in business or at home in what I consider Suns and Mercury
families. I am proud of our record of diversity and inclusion on both teams -whether on the court or in the front office.”

Reuter Reporting

R

eal Mallorca (First division La Liga Club),
Phoenix Suns (NBA)
and Phoenix Mercury(NBA) owner Robert Sarver
sharply disputed allegations on
misdeeds that reportedly will be
published in a forthcoming ESPN
article. Sarner, a U.S. multi-millionaire bought Mallorca in 2016.
According to a Friday tweet from
Jordan Schultz, who co-hosts an
NBA podcast with Portland Trail
Blazers guard CJ McCollum, the
ESPN article will accuse Sarver of
“racism, sexism and sexual harassment in a series of incidents.”
The Suns subsequently posted a

statement from Sarver on Twitter: “I am wholly shocked by
some of the allegations purported
by ESPN about me, personally, or
about the Phoenix Suns and Mercury organizations. While I can’t
begin to know how to respond to
some of the vague suggestions
made by mostly anonymous
voices, I can certainly tell you that
some of the claims I find completely repugnant to my nature
and to the character of the
Suns/Mercury workplace and I
can tell you they never, ever happened.
“First and foremost, I reject any
insinuation of personal or organizational racism or gender dis-

crimination. I despise language
that disrespects any individuals,
regardless of race, gender, preference, or choice. Such language has
no place in business or at home in
what I consider Suns and Mercury
families. I am proud of our record
of diversity and inclusion on both
teams - whether on the court or in
the front office.”

“Didn´t happen”

“I don’t begin to know how to
prove that something DIDN’T
happen, and it is difficult to erase
or forget ugly accusations once
they are made,” Sarver said in a
statement.
“Even hints of racism or sexism

in our culture today are toxic and
damaging and should not be
lightly raised. I categorically deny
any and all suggestions that I used
disparaging language related to
race or gender. I would like to
think that my actions and public
record regarding race, gender, or
discrimination of any kind, over a
lifetime in business and community service, will adequately answer any questions anyone might
raise about my commitment to
equality and fairness.”
Suns general manager James
Jones added in a statement,
“None of what’s been said describes the Robert Sarver I know,
respect and like -- it just doesn’t.”

Prince says
“dangerously
narrow window”
London.—Britain’s Prince
Charles, in recorded remarks at an environment
event in Saudi Arabiayesterday, said there was a
“dangerously narrow window» to accelerate climate
change action.
Citing experts, he said the
U.N Climate Change Conference COP26 due to start
at the end of October must
have nationally determined
contributions
(NDCs) with “clear baselines” and net zero emission targets by 2050.
He was addressing the
Saudi Green Initiative forum, at which top exporter
Saudi Arabia had earlier on
Saturday announced its target to reach zero-net emissions by 2060.

